
Best time to Visit Vedharanyam 

The best time to visit Vedharanyam is during the months of July, August and September. The temperature ranges 

from 25°C to 34°C. August sets a good time to visit and explore the best things of vedharanyam. From the 

September month onwards the migratory birds travel across the major wetlands, hence you can see several bird 

varieties. 

Places to Interest 

Arulmigu Vedaranyeswarar Temple 
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Vedaranyeswarar temple is one of the oldest Lord Shiva temples in Tamil Nadu. Here Vedaranyeshwarar (Lord 

Shiva) is the main deity. You can also see Goddess Parvati, Ganesha and Muruga. This is a divine place, which one 

should not forget to visit in Vedharanyam. It has amazing architecture. This temple has lots of history, special 

features and unknown facts. Hence, one should be calm and should not be in a hurry while visiting the temple. 

Outside the temple, there will be a lane lined up with the kitchen utensils and copper wares. It is best to visit the 

temple during 7-9 AM in the morning and 6-8 PM in the evening.Every year Masi maga peruvizha, Adithiruvizha, 

Vinayagar thiruvizha and Murugan Thirivizha celebrated in this temple. 

 

 



Vedaranyam Satyagraha Memorial Pillar 
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The Salt Satyagraha in vedharanyam was organised by C. Rajagopalachari(Rajaji), India’s first Governor-General. It 

was a framework of nonviolent civil disobedience movement in British India. This Satyagraha was started in 

Thiruchirapalli and ended in Vedharanyam in the year 1930. As the remembrance of this salt satyagraha, a memorial 

was constructed near vedharanyam beach in 2007 

Point Calimere Wildlife Sanctuary
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Point Calimere Wildlife Sanctuary is located close to the Kodikarai beach at a distance of 18.5 Kms, which is the 

most visited tourist attraction. There will be many birds and animals present, which attracts most of the wildlife 

enthusiasts and nature lovers. Blue buck, semi wild ponies, spotted deer, bonnet macaque, wild boar, while 

flamingos, spoonbills, ibises, herons and much more are spotted here. You can also find certain endangered reptile 

species like marsh crocodiles, sea turtle, vipers and starred tortoise. 

• Entry: Free 

• Access to public: 6.00 A.M – 6.00 P.M. 

 

 

Kodikkarai Beach 
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Kodikkarai beach will be less crowded and it is best for bird watching. Take a long walk in the beach to get lost in your thoughts. The 

sound of the waves and birds makes the beach more interesting to watch and tempts to spend more time there. There will be several food 

stalls around the beach. You can taste the local sea food there and fulfil your appetite. 

 


